RUSTIC O R REFI N ED

ENGINEERED
BOX BEAMS

RUSTIC OR REFINED ENGINEERED BOX BEAMS AND
BEAM WRAPS are custom fabricated with a genuine reclaimed
wood skin and laminated to a premium Baltic Birch plywood
substrate, utilizing a hydraulic press and adhesives. They are
lighter, easier to fasten to ceilings, straighter, more stable, and
more consistent in size than solid beams. Once installed, it’s
impossible to tell the difference between solid wood beams and
our engineered hollow beams.
These wraps/box beams are great for hiding ductwork, plumbing,
wiring, or purely aesthetic applications.

D I M EN S I ONS

Cut to size 6"x6",
up to 12"x12"

O rd er up !

828-697-0357
WHOLELOGRECLAIMED.COM

P R OD U C T S PEC S

SPECIES

COLOR & TONE
TEXTURE
PRODUCT FEATURES

OPTIONS
JANKA HARDNESS

Various hardwoods (Oak, Elm, Beech, Chestnut, Maple, Poplar, and others)
Various softwoods (Heart Pine and Fir)

We offer a variety of colors, from a warm, natural finish to grays and dark browns, utilizing our
specialty finishing oils that are environmentally friendly and VOC free.

Circle sawn • Band sawn • Smooth planed

1/4" reclaimed wood laminated to 1/2" Baltic Birch plywood (3/4" overall finished thickness
with mitered edges) (Shipped unassembled otherwise specified)

Two-, three-, or four-sided • Book-matching of two pieces if wide widths are needed • Custom
returns available to hide plywood edges (such as for door casings).

Varies, dependent on species

WIDTHS & HEIGHTS: Generally up to 12" in a single piece and two solid wood skins can be
laminated to a single substrate if larger dimensions are needed.

DIMENSIONS

ORIGIN

DISCLAIMER

LIMITATIONS

828-697-0357

LENGTHS: Up to 27' (solid timbers, kiln-dried). Longer lengths can be spliced together.
(All sizes are dependent upon availability in a particular species.)

All of our lumber is reclaimed from old barns, factories, and homes in the Eastern U.S. Wood
is typically 100+ years old.

Each reclaimed board is one-of-a-kind and can possess some or all of the aged
characteristics. Variation is to be expected.

Though reclaimed wood generally has a denser grain structure than new wood products,
it does contain checks, marks, knotholes, nail holes, and color variations. Please allow for
these natural variations when designing the application.
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